AbstractÐSpatial queries in high-dimensional spaces have been studied extensively recently. Among them, nearest-neighbor queries are important in many settings, including spatial databases (Find the k closest cities) and multimedia databases (Find the k most similar images). Previous analyses have concluded that nearest-neighbor search is hopeless in high dimensions due to the notorious ªcurse of dimensionality.º Here, we show that this may be overpessimistic. We show that what determines the search performance (at least for R-tree-like structures) is the intrinsic dimensionality of the data set and not the dimensionality of the address space (referred to as the embedding dimensionality). The typical (and often implicit) assumption in many previous studies is that the data is uniformly distributed, with independence between attributes. However, real data sets overwhelmingly disobey these assumptions; rather, they typically are skewed and exhibit intrinsic (ªfractalº) dimensionalities that are much lower than their embedding dimension, e.g., due to subtle dependencies between attributes. In this paper, we show how the Hausdorff and Correlation fractal dimensions of a data set can yield extremely accurate formulas that can predict the I/O performance to within one standard deviation on multiple real and synthetic data sets. The practical contributions of this work are our accurate formulas, which can be used for query optimization in spatial and multimedia databases. The major theoretical contribution is the ªdeflationº of the dimensionality curse: Our formulas and our experiments show that previous worst-case analyses of nearest-neighbor search in high dimensions are overpessimistic to the point of being unrealistic. The performance depends critically on the intrinsic (ªfractalº) dimensionality as opposed to the embedding dimension that the uniformity and independence assumptions incorrectly imply.
INTRODUCTION
T HE problem we consider is that of nearest-neighbor queries. For example, the query ªFind the closest city to Florham Park,º might return ªNew York.º More formally, a 1-nearest-neighbor query is defined as follows: Given a data set of x points and a query q, find the closest object n, i.e., xxq fn P j Vp P Y k q À n k k q À p kgX A k-nearest-neighbor query finds the k x closest points. Henceforth, we shall use the term nearest-neighbor query. Nearest-neighbor queries are useful in several applications: GIS, where we want to find, e.g., the k nearest hospitals from the place of an accident. Such queries are useful in urban planning, decision making, etc.; information retrieval, where we want to retrieve similar documents; multimedia databases, where objects (e.g., time series) are transformed into n-d points, by extracting n features (such as the first n Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) coefficients [1] ). Thus, a query of the form find k objects similar to the query object becomes the query find the k nearest neighbors to the query point q. This approach has been used in several other settings: for medical images [28] , video [27] , etc.; and DNA databases [38] .
Analyzing query performance in spatial access methods is important for query optimization and for evaluating access method designs. Unlike more complex queries, such as spatial join, nearest-neighbor queries are I/O-bound. Most I/O cost models unrealistically assume uniformity and independence to make the analysis tractable (for a recent example, see [8] ). However, real data overwhelmingly disobey these assumptions; they are typically skewed and often have subtle dependencies between attributes, causing most cost models to give inaccurate, pessimistic estimates [13] . In this paper, we derive formulas to estimate the number of I/Os for nearest-neighbor search in an R-tree [20] , and its variants (e.g., Ã Etree [3] ), for real data sets. Our analysis incorporates a model of a typical (nonuniform) workload using the so-called biased query model [32] , which assumes that queries are more likely to be posed in heavily-populated regions.
The ªcurse of dimensionalityº is a notorious problem in high-dimensional indexing, whereby performance degrades exponentially as a function of dimensionality. It has attracted a lot of recent interest [30] , [10] , [5] , [26] , [6] , [9] , [42] , [18] , [7] , [23] , [19] , [35] .
Although no convincing lower-bound has been shown, the conventional wisdom in the theory community is that a solution does not exist for worst-case search time polynomial in dimension linear in storage [12] . Many empirical studies have observed barely sublinear search time in high dimensions; in fact, performance can degrade to worse than exhaustive search [10] .
As we argue in this paper, these results are overpessimistic when the intrinsic dimensionality of a data set is significantly lower than its embedding dimension. We show both analytically and experimentally that it is the fractal dimension, rather than the address-space dimensionality, that determines the search performance. In this sense, the dimensionality curse is ªdeflatedº when the intrinsic dimensionality is significantly lower than the embedding dimension. Our formulas take as input five parameters: the number of data points x, the number of neighbors k, the effective bucket capacity g, the dimension of the embedding space i, and two measures of the intrinsic dimensionality, namely, the Hausdorff dimension h H and the Correlation dimension h P .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives some background on fractals and fractal dimensions and reviews some formulas for spatial selectivity estimation. Sections 3 and 4 give our formulas, with associated derivations and proofs. Section 5 presents empirical results from experiments. Section 6 examines the distribution of nearest neighbors in real data sets. Section 7 lists the conclusions.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Here, we give a brief introduction to fractals and review some work in the analysis of spatial access methods and spatial selectivity estimation.
Fractals and Fractal Dimensions
A set of points is a fractal if it exhibits self-similarity over all scales. This is illustrated in Fig. 1a , which shows the first few steps in the recursive construction of the so-called Sierpinski triangle. Fig. 1b gives 5,000 points that belong to this triangle. The resulting set of points exhibits ªholesº in any scale; moreover, each smaller triangle is a miniature replica of the whole triangle. In general, the essence of fractals is this self-similarity property: Parts of the fractal are similar (exactly or statistically) to the whole fractal. We now present two measures of the so-called fractal dimension of a fractal.
Definition 1 (Hausdorff fractal dimension). Given a point set embedded in an E-dimensional space, divide this space into (hyper)cubic grid cells of side r. Let xr denote the number of cells that are penetrated by the set of points (i.e., that contain one or more of its points). For a point set that has the selfsimilarity property in the range of scales r P r I Y r P , its Hausdorff fractal dimension h H for this range is measured as
Intuitively, h H shows how the number of ªholesº grows in the data set as granularity (i.e., grid-side) becomes finer and finer.
Definition 2 (Correlation fractal dimension). Let r
denote the sum-of-squared percentages of points that are contained within cells, i.e., r i p P i , where p i is the percentage of points which fall inside the ith cell. For a point set that has the self-similarity property in the range of scales r I Y r P , its Correlation fractal dimension h P for this range is measured as h P d log r d log r onstnt r P r I Y r P X P Intuitively, the h P fractal dimension shows how the average number of neighbors of a given point of the data set grows, as the radius grows.
Observation 1 (Euclidean objects). An interesting observation is that the above definitions encompass traditional Euclidean objects, that is, the fractal dimension of Euclidean objects equals their Euclidean dimension. Thus, lines, line segments, circles, and all the standard curves have h I; planes, disks, and standard surfaces have h P, etc.
Observation 2 (Speed of computation of fractal dimensions). Algorithms to compute the Hausdorff and Correlation dimensions have been proposed in the literature. See [4] for an yi Ã x log x algorithm based on sorting. Notice that this algorithm is linear on the number of dimensions. Faster algorithms are possible, based on hashing.
The Hausdorff and Correlation fractal dimensions are two of an infinite family of fractal dimensions h q , with q P ÀIY I. Although these two are enough for the upcoming analysis, we give the definition for other fractal dimensions as well for the sake of understanding. The generalized fractal dimension of order q is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (Generalized fractal dimension for finite point sets). For a point set that has self-similarity in the range of scales r I Y r P , the generalized fractal dimension h q is defined as follows: 
With few exceptions, the fractal dimensions of a data set differ for different values of q:
Definition 4 (Boxcount plot). For a set of points and for a given q, the boxcount plot is defined as the plot of sum of q-powered occupancies i p q i of each cell versus the grid-side r in log-log scales. 
Spatial Access Methods
Spatial access methods and, specifically, R-trees [20] have been the subject of many papers, e.g., R+-trees [37] , Ã Etrees [3] , and Hilbert R-trees [25] . See [17] for a survey. Recently, the dimensionality curse has attracted a lot of interest and, thus, there have been many proposals for spatial access methods geared specifically toward high-dimensional indexing [30] , [10] , [5] , [26] , [6] , [9] , [42] , [18] , [7] , [23] , [19] , [35] .
Formal worst-case analyses of performance of R-tree queries in high dimensions have yielded some very pessimistic results [21] , [36] , [2] , [42] , [11] . The focus of the latter two are on nearest-neighbor queries, where the analysis in [43] makes assumptions of uniformity and independence and where the analysis in [11] applies to very restricted conditions of dependence between dimensions.
Spatial Selectivity Estimation
Selectivity estimation in R-trees has also attracted much interest. The focus of [15] and [39] is on estimating disk accesses for range queries in R-trees. Selectivities for spatial joins using fractals are studied in [4] . Closer work to ours is that of [8] and [14] , in which cost models for nearestneighbors are presented. In the former, assumptions of independence are implicit in the formulas. In the latter, a cost function was provided, assuming that the distance distribution p x from an ªanchorº object to the rest of the objects is given, and is the same for any object that we choose as anchor. However, their formula needs statistical estimation of p x and is unable to make any comment with respect to the embedding dimensionality i. In contrast, our analysis shows that i does not play a role; rather, it is the Hausdorff and Correlation fractal dimensions that really matter. Thanks to their simplicity, our formulas allow for easy extrapolations and asymptotic analysis that the formulas in [8] , [14] cannot.
To the best of our knowledge, the only nearest-neighbor analyses based on fractals are in [34] and [7] . However, they both focus on k I only nearest neighbor. Specifically, in [34] , lower-and upper-bound average-case formulas are given for 1-nearest-neighbor search These bounds diverge rapidly with increasing fractal dimensions; in fact, the width between them is significantly large even at h H h P R. In [7] , formulas are given for 1-nearestneighbor queries based on a single (unspecified) fractal dimension; these formulas require Monte Carlo integration to be evaluated. In contrast, here we present closed-form formulas for k-nearest-neighbor queries, with arbitrary value of k. Our derivations use multiple fractal dimensions; moreover, our formulas can be simplified and, thus, lead to fundamental observations that deflate the ªdimensionality curse.º Moreover, ours is the first work to provide solid empirical evidence that nearest-neighbor search performance is dependent on the fractal dimensions rather than the embedding dimension (see Section 5).
Previous Results
Our upcoming analysis uses the following two results from our previous work. Table 1 summarizes the symbols used in this paper.
Lemma 1.
Consider an R-tree and its MBRs. Let ' j be the average side of such an MBR each level j. Then, ' j can be estimated using the Hausdorff dimension h H as follows: 
where h is the height of the tree and g is the effective bucket capacity.
Proof. See [15] . t u Theroem 1. Given a set of points with finite cardinality x embedded in a unit hypercube of dimension i and its Correlation dimension h P , the average number of neighbors nY H iEd shpe H of a point within a region of regular shape and radius is given by
where olY H iEd shpe H is the volume of a shape (e.g., cube, sphere) of radius .
Proof. See [4] . t u
PROPOSED v I NEAREST-NEIGHBOR FORMULAS
For presentation clarity, we consider the relatively easier case first. Namely, we first consider the v I distance between points, that is, dxY y mx I i i j x i À y i j . Moreover, nearest-neighbor search based on the v I Enorm has been used in the literature (e.g., see [28] ). We then proceed to the v P case. Both cases are analyzed similarly. An outline of our analysis is given as follows: First, we determine how far away from the anchor point of the query the kth nearest neighbor is located on average, in effect transforming a nearest-neighbor query into an equivalent range query. Based on this distance, we compute the number of query anchors which cause a typical page to be accessed. Since, in the biased model, data points are chosen as query anchors and each point is equally likely to be taken, this directly gives us the access probability of that page. By summing up over the access probabilities of all R-tree pages, we finally get the average number of page accesses, that is, the average k-nearest neighbor performance of the structure.
Lemma 2. The average v I Edistne of a data point to its kth nearest neighbor is given by
Proof. In order to reach all neighborsñ of a query anchor with v I Edistne less than , a hypercube of radius (or side length P) centered at the query anchor has to be explored. On the other hand, the average number of neighbors of a data point in a hypercube of radius is given by nn k, where each data point is equally likely to be chosen as square center. In [32] , it is shown that all anchors of square range queries with radius which force a certain page to be accessed (query-sensitive anchors, for short) must be located within the page's Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) dilated (a Á la Minkowski sum) by a frame of width . The next lemma gives the average number of data points located in such a region if the MBR is roughly a square by itself.
Lemma 3. Consider the ªbiasedº query model and square range queries of radius (= nearest-neighbor queries with v I search radius ). Then, the average number of query-sensitive anchors of an MBR with side length l is given by
We assume the center of the MBR to be a data point.
Since every MBR wraps a large number of data points on average, it can be expected that there exists a data point within a very small distance to the center. The inflated MBR (with the query-sensitive anchors in it) is a square of side length l P so that we can directly use (6) to estimate the number of data points falling into it.
Computing oll PY H iEd ue H , substituting the term in (6) , and adding the MBR's center as a further anchor completes the proof. t u We are ready now to estimate the number of page accesses needed to answer a k-nearest-neighbor query (that is, the query performance) with respect to the v I Enorm.
Theorem 2. Assume a set of x points with Hausdorff dimension h H and Correlation dimension h P indexed by an R-tree with effective page capacity g and height h. Then, the average number of accesses of R-tree pages needed to answer a k-nearest-neighbor query is given by
Proof. According to Lemma 1, a page's MBR on level j has side length ' j on average. According to Lemmas 2 and 3, the number of query-sensitive anchors forcing a page access is
Since, in the biased model, the probability of each point being chosen as query anchor is identical, that is, I x , a page on level j is accessed with probability
nn k on average. Equation (10) sums up the access probabilities of every single page from the root to the leaf level (xag hÀj pages on level j). t u This is our major result. There are several observations and corollaries that we can draw from it: Observation 3. Notice that (10) does not contain the embedding dimensionality i! This observation ªdeflatesº the dimensionality curse: We can expect good search performance, even in high embedding dimensionalities, as long as the fractal dimensions of our data set are low.
Corollary 1. Note that, when j h À I, (10) and (12) provide the average number of leaf accesses. That is
The proof is straightforward.
We can simplify (10) under the reasonable assumptions that x is large (x ) I) and h h H h P . The latter holds for any mathematical fractal and it is usually a good approximation for real fractals.
Corollary 2. For a large point set (x ) I), with nearby values for its fractal dimensions h H % h P h, we estimate the number of disk accesses for k nearest-neighbors queries as follows: 
PROPOSED v P NEAREST-NEIGHBOR FORMULAS
In this section, we analyze nearest-neighbor queries in the v P norm, that is,
Fortunately, this slightly modified scenario can be handled in a manner very similar to that of the v I Enorm. While the ideas behind the analysis remain the same, the formulas are more complicated. The first lemma determines the average Euclidean distance between neighbors.
Lemma 4. The average Euclidean distance of a data point to its kth nearest neighbor is given by
We proceed analogously to the proof of Lemma 2. All neighbors of a query anchor with Euclidean distance less than appear in the surrounding hypersphere of radius . Again, we use (6) to estimate the number of data points located in this sphere, that is,
Using the volume formula for iEd hyper-spheres [31] ,
we solve (14) for . t u
The next step concerns the estimation of the number of query-sensitive anchors of a certain page. In the Euclidean case, the nearest-neighbor query again is transformed into a range query in the biased model, this time with spherical queries of radius d v P nn k. In [33] , it is shown that all anchors Fig. 3 . Real two-dimensional data set: road intersections from (a) Montgomery County, MD, (MGCty) data set (b) log-log plot of xr vs. r for estimating h H (box-count plot for h H ), and (c) log-log plot of r vs. r for estimating h P (box-count plot for h P ).
of spherical queries with radius are located in the page's MBR inflated by a rounded frame of width , as depicted in Fig. 2 . These geometric solids, however, become more difficult to describe with every additional (embedding) dimension. The following lemma provides a solution for the cases of i PY Q:
Lemma 5. Assume the biased model, spherical queries of radius (= nearest-neighbor queries with Euclidean search radius ). Then, the average number of query-sensitive anchors of an MBR with side length l is given by
The proof is identical to that of Lemma 3 except that the volume for the two-and three-dimensional solids, as depicted in Fig. 2 , are used instead of the cube volume. Note that Theorem 1 is still applicable to these solids due to their regularity. t u Using (16), we can now derive an exact formula for vP ll k, just as we did in (10)
For higher than three dimensions, we come up with an upper and lower bound of the average number of querysensitive anchors rather than the exact value. Since the v I Evrition of the problem can be solved more easily, we reduce the Euclidean case appropriately. 
kx k I kx k P PH Fig. 4 . Real data set: (a) Usage plotted in 2D PC-space (Usage data set), (b) log-log plot of xr vs. r for estimating h H (box-count plot for h H ), and (c) log-log plot of r vs. r for estimating h P (box-count plot for h P ). Fig. 5 . Real data set: (a) 2D projection of the eigenfaces (on Principal Component axis) (eigenfaces data set), (b) log-log plot of xr vs. r for estimating h H (box-count plot for h H ), and (c) log-log plot of r vs. r for estimating h P (box-count plot for h P ).
so that the same property holds for the regions corresponding to vI mr lY and n vP mr lY . These inclusion relationships of the regions, however, provide an ordering of the region volumes which is preserved by the number of query anchors located in it (see Theorem 1 for the proportionality of volumes and number of anchors).t u Lemma 7. Nearest-neighbor searching according to the two distance functions is related by . Real data set: (a) fourier plotted in 2D PC-space (fourier data set), (b) log-log plot of xr vs. r for estimating h H (box-count plot for h H ), and (c) log-log plot of r vs. r for estimating h P (box-count plot fot h P ). Fig. 7 . Euclidean data sets: (a) points uniformly generated on a plane embedded in E-space (plane data set embedded in 3D) and (b) points uniformly generated on a h H h P Edimensionl hyper-plane embedded in a (fixed) iEd space (ID manifold data set (i Q). Fig. 8 . Non-Euclidean data sets: (a) points on the Cantor square embedded in E-space (dust2d data set embedded in 3D); and (b) points on an h H h P Ed Cantor hyperplane embedded in a (fixed) E-d space (cantor cube data set (h H h P IXVW)).
Proof. Directly by applying Theorem 1 and Lemmas 6 and 7. t u
Analogously to the last section, we perform some asymptotic manipulations to simplify (22) . Here, k H depends on the embedding dimension i and so do both the upper and lower bound of
I and, thus, both bounds monotonously decrease as i becomes large. In addition, by assuming x ) I and h H h P and using (12), we get the following estimation for
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present results from nearest-neighbor experiments on both real and synthetic data sets. We designed three sets of experiments to answer the following questions:
1. How accurate are our formulas on real data sets?
2. How does the search time depend on the embedding dimensionality i?
3. How does the search time depend on the fractal dimensions h H , h P ? Fig. 9 . Observed vs. predicted performance for MGcty data set, varying k, v I norm: (a) leaf accesses (v I norm, leaf accesess), (b) total page accesses (v I , total accesses), (c) leaf accesses (v P norm, leaf accesses), and (d) total page acceses (v P norm, total accesses).
TABLE 2 Comparison to the Results in [34]
The first column gives the average I/O observed in experiments, the second gives the estimate according to our formula, and the thrid and fourth give lower-and upper-bound estimates from the formulas in [34] .
First, we describe the data sets we used and the experimental set up.
Real data sets. We used the following real data sets:
. MGcty: End-points of road segments in Montgomery County from the TIGER database of the US Bureau of Census: i P, x TQY VQH, h H IXUIW, and h P IXSIV. See Fig. 3 for a plot. . Usage: Measurement data for AT&T Usage (ISP) customers: i V, x WPY TTU, h H IXSR, and h P IXIW. See Fig. 4 for a scatter plot on the first two principal components (i.e., eigenvectors). . eigenfaces: Feature vectors obtained from the image data of faces used in the Informedia project at CMU [41] . The feature extraction method was the ªeigen-faceº technique [40] (see Fig. 5 ): i IT, x IIY WHH, h H RXPS, and h P SXRI (see [16] ); . fourier: Feature vectors obtained from CAD images: a sample of the data set used in [7] (see Fig. 6 ): i IT, x IHHY IVV, h H PXWW, and h P IXUV. Synthetic data sets. We also used families of synthetic data sets so that we can vary the embedding and fractal dimensions, as well as the number of points x of the data set, to stress-test our formulas.
. plane: Uniformly generated points for a range of sizes x (from 1-500K) lying on a plane (i.e., h H h P P), embedded in iEd space (i ranges from 2-100). To generate the points, two orthonormal vectors were chosen randomly via Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization and points were uniformly sampled from the plane spanned by these vectors (see Fig. 7a ); . manifold: Uniformly generated points lying on a randomly oriented, h H h P Edimensionl hyperplane (i.e., linear manifold), in iEspe. Thus, for a fixed i, the intrinsic dimensionality h H h P can be set to any integer value h i. See Fig. 7b for an example with h I and i Q. . dust2d: Cantor dust on a 2D plane, embedded in iEspe (i ranges from 2-20). We need it to test the case of non-Euclidean fractal data sets. The Cantor dust is the famous ªleave the middle thirdº data set, The embedding (i) and fractal dimensions are also reported. Fig. 10 . Leaf accesses vs. embedding dimensionality i: (a) plane data set (h P) (plane data set, h H h P P) and (b) dust2d data set (h IXPT) (dust2d data set, h H h P IXPT).
with fractal dimension logPa logQ HXTQ. We used the cross-product of two such Cantor dusts. Specifically, points are generated uniformly in the plane, where points are restricted from residing on the middle third of any axis segment, recursively. The intrinsic dimensionality of the dust is h H h P IXPTP Ã HXTQ. See Fig. 8a for a scatter plot. . cantor: Cantor dust on a d-dimensional hyper-plane embedded in E-space with h H h P d Â log P log Q . That is, we take the cross-product of d Cantor dusts and embed it in E-space. Thus, for a fixed i, the intrinsic dimensionality h H h P can be set to any (noninteger) value that is a multiple of 0.63 (see Fig. 8b ). Queries. For the first set of experiments on the MGcty data, we ran 100 queries. For the remaining experiments, we ran 1,000 queries. The workload was generated according to the ªbiasedº query model wherein the queries are randomly sampled from the data set.
Software. We used an implementation of R-trees based on libGiST 1 [22] with the nearest-neighbor algorithm from [24] . We presorted the points using STR packing [29] into an insertion order ensuring tight, square-like MBRs.
Next, we present the three sets of experiments.
Accuracy on Real Data Sets
The plot in Fig. 9 demonstrates the accuracy of our formulas for both the v I and v P norms on the MGcty data set, plotting I/O as a function of k nearest-neighbors retrieved. Fig. 9a plots the predicted (based on the formula in (10) and observed number of leaf page accesses for the v I norm; Fig. 9b plots total page accesses. Fig. 9c plots the predicted (17) and observed number of leaf accesses for v P norm; Fig. 9d plots total accesses. The plots graphically depict that the predicted values fell within one standard deviation of the observed values. As Fig. 9 shows, performance in the two norms is approximately the same. To see how our formulas compared with others, we looked at the results reported in [34] . Table 2a -2b presents a comparison with k I, the only value of k that the previous formulas can estimate, for plane with i P. Table 2c presents a comparison with k I for a random sample of MGcty with x WY SSP. Note that, whereas the previous results are reported as a range, our formulas give a single number. Table 3 summarizes the results for three real highdimensional data sets for k I nearest-neighbor queries. The data sets were described earlier in this section. The left column gives the estimate obtained from our cost formula, the middle column reports the measured average and standard deviation, and the third column gives the value predicted by the uniformity and independence assumption. Note how remarkably accurate our cost formulas are (off by just one page access in two cases). In contrast, the uniformity/independence assumption explodes for the last two data sets and is off by seven times for the Usage data set.
The conclusions and observations from this set of experiments are the following:
. Our formulas are usually within one standard deviation from the experiments for a wide variety of real data sets. 1. Available at http://gist.cs.berkeley.edu.
. Many real data sets are self-similar, with linear boxcounting plots. . For our real data sets, the fractal dimension was surprisingly low: about 2-3 for the fourier data set (i IT) and 1-1.5 for the worldnet data set (i V). Thus, the ªdeflationº of the dimensionality curse does occur in real data sets, as opposed to being just a theoretical possibility. . The uniformity and independence assumptions give unrealistically pessimistic estimates.
Effect of Embedding Dimensionality
In the second set of experiments, our goal was to study the effects of the embedding dimensionality i. In order to do so in a controlled way, we used synthetic data so that we could keep the intrinsic dimensionality fixed while varying the embedding dimension. Fig. 10a shows leaf accesses as a function of embedding dimension i for the plane data set with x IHHK and k SH, in both graphical and tabular form. We increased i over a wide range, from 2 to 100 dimensions, while keeping h H and h P constant. Fig. 10b displays the results from a similar set of experiments performed on the (non-Euclidean) dust2d data set (x IHHK points, k I).
To ensure fair comparisons, we increased the page size by the same factor that i was increased in order to achieve approximately constant branching factor (= effective bucket capacity). The average results are given, along with one standard deviation. To gain some perspective, we also present values that the uniformity and independence assumptions would predict for the same queries. Note that these values are overpessimistic and, in fact, off the scales, for as low as i T.
The conclusions from this set of experiments are as expected:
. The performance of both our formulas, as well as of reality, is practically constant, independent of i. . Again, our formulas are usually within one standard deviation from the experiments. . Again, the uniformity and independence assumptions lead to gross overestimates of the required disk accesses.
Effect of Fractal Dimensionality
The last set of experiments studies the effect of the fractal dimension on the search effort. Here, we fixed the embedding dimensionality i and generated synthetic data sets with varying fractal dimension. We used the manifold and cantor families of data sets: The former can be made to have integer values for its fractal dimension, while the latter can have multiples of 0.63 as its fractal dimension. Fig. 11a shows the leaf accesses as a function of the intrinsic dimensionality for the manifold data set with x IHHK and k SH, in both graphical and tabular form. We increased h H h P from 1 to 6 while keeping the embedding dimension fixed at i IH. The I/O performance appears to depend on h (not i), worsening as h increases. Fig. 11b displays the results from a similar set of experiments performed on the (non-Euclidean) cantor data set (x IHHK points, k I).
The conclusions from this set of experiments are the following:
. The uniformity and independence assumptions give practically constant estimates, while the experiments show a heavy dependency on the fractal dimensions. . Our formulas are again within one standard deviation from the experiments.
DISTRIBUTION OF NEAREST-NEIGHBOR DISTANCES
In this section, we study the distribution of distances from points to their nearest neighbors. An understanding of this distribution can lead to a cost model for the distribution of nearest-neighbor query I/O performance (in contrast to the average performance for which we have already provided formulas). First, we show empirically that the uniformity and independence assumptions lead to inaccurate formulas for modeling the nearest-neighbor distance; these formulas are derived in the Appendix. We then observe that, in real data sets, the nearest-neighbor distance appears to obey a power-like law. We estimate the parameters of the distribution functions based on this power law for real data sets and compare the proposed model with the uniformity model.
Power Law
We conjecture that the distribution of nearest-neighbor distances in real data obeys a power law. We consider the empirical (negative) cumulative distribution function (ENCDF) describing the v I Edistne between a query anchor q and its nearest neighbor n; that is, distqY n is the nearest-neighbor distance about q. Empirically, we observed that the log-log plots of the ENCDFs for the real data sets follow a straight line for some interval of the plot. We can use linear regression to estimate the coefficients for the slope m and intercept of these ENCDF curves:
ln rfdistqY n b rg m ln r and, after raising both sides of the equation as powers of e, we get rr rfdistqY n b rg e r m X PR Table 4 summarizes the model parameters mY for the real data sets described in Section 5. The right-hand column of Fig. 14 gives the linear regression plots in log-log scales for determining these parameters.
Experiments
Here, we demonstrate that the power-law formula for rr, based on (24) from above, is more accurate for real data than the formula p r I À Pr i xÀI from (25) based on the uniformity assumption (see the Appendix for the derivation). For a ªsanity check,º we first validated the uniformity model on a 2D synthetic uniform data set with independence between attributes, of size 100K points. As Fig. 12 demonstrates, the distributions are almost identical and, thus, the uniformity assumption is very accurate in this case. Furthermore, the formula for expected nearestneighbor distance given in (27) yielded 0.0014, which was the same as the empirical average distance; for 50-nearest neighbors, the uniformity assumption also gave the same number as the emprical average: 0.0113.
However, the uniform model diverges from the ENCDF when we consider real data sets. This can be seen in Figs. 13 and 14 , where the uniformity and independence assumptions give poor estimates. In contrast, the power-law model appears to be much more accurate. Fig. 13 plots the ENCDFs of the data sets versus the expected NCDF based on the competing formulas; Fig. 14 plots the same comparison in log-log scales. The left column gives plots of the ENCDFs for the uniformity model, whereas the right column gives plots of the ENCDFs for the power law model. As is evident from these plots, the shapes of the NCDF curves based on the power law appears to resemble the empirical ENCDFs much more than those based on the uniformity assumption. Thus, the conclusion is that the uniformity assumption leads to wrong distributions in addition to pessimistic overestimates for average I/O performance.
CONCLUSIONS
The major contribution of this paper is the deflation of the ªdimensionality curse.º Contrary to previous results, we showed that the search performance depends on the fractal dimensions of a data set as opposed to its embedding dimension i. Moreover, we showed several real data sets which have 1. high embedding dimensionality, 2. self-similar properties, and 3. low fractal dimensions. We give analytical and experimental evidence that such data sets are immune from the ªdimensionality curse.º More specifically, we derived formulas to predict the number of I/Os in an R-tree for k nearest-neighbor queries. These formulas can be used for spatial and multimedia query optimization. Our formulas have the following properties:
. They accurately predict I/O performance, typically within one standard deviation, on real and synthetic data sets. . They are closed-form, succinct, and easy to use: They require only five parameters (x, k, g, h H , and h P ). . They work for k-nearest neighbors, for any arbitrary k. The major conclusion of this work, however, is that the ªdimensionality curseº may be harmless if the data set is self similar and its fractal dimensions are low. 
